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ABSTRACT

FPGA BASED PACKET HEADER CLASSIFICATION FOR NETWORK
INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM USING SNORT RULES
AL BEHAADILI, YOUSIF HOSAIN DAKHIL
M.S., INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Mehmet Efe OZBEK
February 2021, 55 pages

In data communication through internet, network security became an influential issue.
One way to support it is by classifying and filtering incoming packets within devices
of network. Packet header classification is an essential task for network devices such
as Intrusion Detection System (IDS), it is an important technique for secure
networking and communication. Internet services and security tools utilize technique
of packet classification which includes checking of each incoming packets against
predefined rules. In this research, a new algorithm for packet header classification of
network intrusion detection system based on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
has been presented using finite state Machine (FSM) technique. The presented
algorithm compares the header fields of incoming packet with predefined rules that
stored in block ROM FPGA memory to finding the matching between them and
applying some snort actions on them to classify the incoming packet. The FPGA
platform has been chosen for this research because of its high speed and quality in
processing especially in digital system design. The proposed packet header
classification algorithm described in Verilog language and then implemented in
Xc7a100tcsg324-1 FPGA board using Xilinx_Vivado 18.2 software. The simulation
result show the proposed architecture can classify the incoming packet successfully as
desired and the maximum throughput of more than 100 Mbps was achieved.
Keywords: Network intrusion detection system, Packet classification, FPGA, FSM,
Verilog HDL
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ÖZ
SNORT KURALLARI KULLANILARAK AĞ GİRİŞ TESPİT SİSTEMİ İÇİN
FPGA TABANLI PAKET BAŞLIĞI SINIFLANDIRMASI

Al behadili, Yousif Hosain Dakhil
Y. Lisans, Bilgi Teknolojileri Mühendisliği Bölüm
Danışman: Dr. Öğr. Üy. Mehmet Efe Özbek
Şubat 2021, 55 sayfa
İnternet üzerinden veri iletişiminde ağ güvenliği etkili bir konu haline geldi. Bunu
desteklemenin bir yolu, ağ cihazlarında gelen paketleri sınıflandırmak ve
filtrelemektir. Paket başlığı sınıflandırması, İzinsiz Giriş Tespit Sistemi (IDS) gibi ağ
cihazları için önemli bir görevdir, güvenli ağ iletişimi ve iletişim için önemli bir
tekniktir. İnternet hizmetleri ve güvenlik araçları, gelen her paketin önceden
tanımlanmış kurallara göre kontrol edilmesini içeren paket sınıflandırma tekniğini
kullanır. Bu araştırmada, Alan Programlanabilir Kapı Dizisine (FPGA) dayalı ağ
saldırı tespit sisteminin paket başlığı sınıflandırması için sonlu durum Makinesi (FSM)
tekniği kullanılarak yeni bir algoritma sunulmuştur. Sunulan algoritma, gelen paketin
başlık alanlarını, blok ROM FPGA belleğinde depolanan önceden tanımlanmış
kurallarla, aralarındaki eşleşmeyi bulmak ve bunlara gelen paketi sınıflandırmak için
bazı snort eylemleri uygulamak için karşılaştırır. FPGA platformu, özellikle dijital
sistem tasarımında işlemede yüksek hızı ve kalitesi nedeniyle bu araştırma için
seçilmiştir. Verilog dilinde açıklanan ve daha sonra Xilinx_Vivado 18.2 yazılımı
kullanılarak Xc7a100tcsg324-1 FPGA kartında uygulanan önerilen paket başlığı
sınıflandırma algoritması. Simülasyon sonucu, önerilen mimarinin gelen paketi
istenen şekilde başarılı bir şekilde sınıflandırabildiğini ve 100 Mbps'den fazla
maksimum verim elde edildiğini göstermektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Ağ saldırı tespit sistemi, Paket sınıflandırma, FPGA, Verilog HDL
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Network Intrusion Detection System
Recently, the use of the Internet has increased greatly and is being used in most areas
of life. Meanwhile, the danger of attacking networks has increased, and it has become
a source of great concern. The huge development taking place in the world, which led
to the appearance of many modern advancement in terms of devices and modern
technologies, has made the internet more vulnerable to attack than ever before by
illegal intruders who seek sensitive information of different types of users, so it has
become necessary to provide a secure environment for this network [1]. Networkconnected devices always have multiple vulnerabilities so they can easily be
compromised. To protect this network from intrusion, network operators must ensure
that attacks do not cross their network link. There are many ways in which to attack.
Network attacks classified to be such as firewall and Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) .The firewall is a major component among the computer Operating System (OS)
and the Internet, and it is considered the defense front line for the network. Firewall
may be device or a software that perform several types of checks on data and
information received from the Internet or from any other network. Similarly, computer
networks have a firewall in order to protect them from attacks, the device’s firewalls
establish a barrier between controlled internal networks and outer world that can be
trusted and untrusted outside networks, like the Internet. The concept of the IDS was
described for the first time at the beginning of the 1980s [2]. The IDS can be defined
as a security concept that detects a set of suspicious actions that can damage the
availability, privacy, and resources of information. Protecting computer networks at
high speed, detecting unwanted access attempts, system disruption and even any kind
of manipulation [3]. Intrusion detection systems require high flexibility and
productivity to deny threats [4].
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The detection system collects and monitors network traffic before the analysis process
by using different approaches including network-based approach, hybrid-based
approach, and host-based approach. The analysis process produces a real-time IDS
when sessions are ongoing. If the analysis process takes place after storing the network
data, it can be considered as offline intrusion detection system that will be much easier
to be implemented than the real-time detection systems [5]. It is also used to detect
attacks targeted networks and hosts [6]. IDS are classified according to their
functionality where they fall into three essential categories as shown in figure (1-1)
mainly named as follow: Network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) and Hostbased intrusion detection system (HIDS) as well as Distributed-based intrusion
detection system (DIDS).

NIDS scan for any suspicious movement within the entire network by analyzing the
activity of protocol. It checks the incoming packets via the network compared with the
known attacks. If they matched, NIDS alerts the user depended on the action specified
in the rule. Snort is an example of NIDS.

HIDS is a small program that resides in the host and monitors the host for any
suspicious activity by analyzing events that happen inside the host. HIDS only protects
the host, not the entire network.

DIDS contains many IDS through a large network, all of them communicate either
with one another, or together with a central server which eases incident analysis and
advanced network monitoring as well as instant attack data [7].

Intrusion detection system technique is divided into two major approach named as
follow: anomaly-based detection and signature-based detection [5].

Anomaly based detection creates an identification profile for the program or network
activity and then deals with the action that deviates from the baseline as a potential
attack and raises the alarm when any attack occurs.

2

Anomaly checking system in which, it detects internal attacks and can also detect new
and previously unknown attacks [8].

Figure 1.1 The overall system for intrusion detection [7]

Signature based detection checking and compares network packets with predetermined
patterns known as signatures. Comparing communications and packages with a large
set of signatures takes a long time because this technique has specific predictive
capabilities and cannot detect new anomalies that were not known in signatures. This
technique is very useful in discovering known attack patterns [8].
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Table 1.1 Shows comparison between anomaly-based detection and signature-based
detection [5]

Criteria
Ability of detection

Anomaly based detection
Detecting known and
unknown attacks

Signature based detection
Only detecting known
attacks with high
accuracy

Requirement of

It requires less

It requires high

implementation

computation and

computation and

resources

resources

Features of the system

High false alarm

Low false alarm

Update

No support

Support

1.2 Packet Classification
Due to internet networks speed increment, there is a significant demand on quality of
service, traffic analysis, security and load balancing. In order to meet the requirements
mentioned, packet classification algorithms should be continuously developed [9].
Packet classification is described as an automated process that classifies computer
network traffic based on different criterion like port number or protocol. It is a
fundamental technology for network security and an integral part of the full features
of an intrusion detection system. Packet classification has a major function in firewalls
and advanced intrusion detection systems. Five areas of classification are used
(Protocol, Source IP, Destination IP, Source port, Destination port). The classification
of packages is mainly depended on matching the header fields to an appropriate set of
rules.
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It examines a predefined number of header fields from the network packet and checks
against a rule set to specify the decision of forwarding [10]. Techniques of Packet
classiﬁcation should meet the requirements of reduced power consumption high
throughput [8]. There are some approaches to classify the packet. First is port-based
approach and the second, is payload-based approach.
Port-based approach is defined the most conventional approach to creating a network
of packet classification. Moreover, there are a lot of applications of networks operating
in a constant port number in the past, specifically the well-known port numbers within
1024. Through drawing a comparison between the source and destination port number
to a pre-defined application-port list, we might discover the application. , port based
approach may not perform well since many applications like peer to peer P2P software
start to use a dynamic port numbers and other well-known applications port numbers
such as FTP and HTTP [11]. Since many applications may not work in a constant port
number, the port-based classifications will be inactive. Humans are beginning to
employ the packet payload analysis purpose. By drawing a comparison between the
packet payloads to a pre-defined application signature list, we could find the
application.
The payload-based approach is efficient against current network applications. Many
of the techniques of obfuscation can be employed to avoid from detection like plain
text ciphers and encryption. Efficiency of packet classification system depends on the
database of application signature as long as it can detect the traffic only if the system
of application signature is obtainable. There are many algorithms have been suggested
for packet classification. They could be divided into two categories: decompositionbased algorithm and decision-tree based algorithm.
5

Decomposition-based algorithms execute a separate search on every field and
eventually gather the results of search from all fields. It provides good performance
however, the consumption of memory is too high. It has a good performance only with
small-scale rule sets and inefficient for large ones.
Decision tree-based algorithms are considered the most popular algorithms for
classifying the packet. These are worked by frequent cutting the search space into
smaller subspaces. This is replicated till a predetermined rule are contained by every
subspace. Moreover, it is similar to recursive process that formulates a decision tree.
These algorithms allow incremental rule updates as well as a scale that is better than
decomposition-based algorithms. Packet classification is considered a very significant
technology for network security [12].

1.3 FPGA with Packet Classification
Conventional approaches provide the desired flexibility in packet classification
involves using general purpose servers as a base for nodes of network. These could
not be able to provide the desired performance. The combination of specialized highperformance network processors as well as general purpose processors is possible.
However, the increased specialization of the processors of network could block the
goals of scalability and flexibility. The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an
alternative technology which could achieve the needed requirements for high-speed
synchronous packet classification. FPGA devices have commonly been suggested due
to the fact that they feature both the software flexibility and the high hardware
performance.
6

The FPGA is a suitable and common hardware platform for applications of network
security, involving packet classification and IDS. An FPGA is a type of integrated
circuit that end users can program it. Figure (1-2) shows an ALTERA Virtex FPGA.

Figure 1.2 ALTERA Virtex FPGA [15]
At the physical level, programmable interconnections in addition to logic blocks
constitute the essential structure of an FPGA. A logic block consists of flip flop (FF)
for logical operation and 4 input look-up table (LUT) and block RAM as well as huge
number of wires, etc. At the design level, a diagram of logic circuit or a language of
high-level hardware description like Verilog or VHDL is utilized for the programming
that determines how the chip should utilized. FPGA devices are suitable for parallel
computing with high throughput as a result of their being programmable at the
hardware level. FPGA devices were quickly used for the prototyping of new logic
designs shortly after they were created in the mid of 1980s because their specifications
of flexibility in the process of the development of hardware [15]. Technologies of
FPGA provide new infrastructure for security applications.
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It is worth mentioning that nowadays millions of PCs are connected to the Internet, it
is not possible to depend on users being diligent in maintaining their security
provisions up to date, security applications based on FPGA are most appropriate
candidates for this reason. FPGA represents a possible way to keep the reliability and
efficiency of system security. FPGA devices are featured by strong functionality but
in compact size. FPGA devices could be available everywhere in the network
infrastructure for great improvement in security. FPGA technology became widely
used for packet classification and NIDS [16].

1.4 Problem statement
To differentiate the behaviour of network traffic, the knowing of normal and intrusion
content is very hard and consume large time. The analyst must classify all the large
and wide packet to discover the sequence of intrusion in order to reflect the present
network traffic.

1.5 Aim of thesis
This thesis aimed at designing new algorithm that is capable of classifying the header
of incoming packets for network intrusion detection system using actions of snort rules
in order to protect the network from intruder threats and implement this algorithm on
FPGA.
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1.5 Outline

The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter one introduces the essential concepts used in the thesis including network
intrusion detection system and packet classification on FPGA. In addition, the problem
statement and aim of the thesis are included in this chapter .
Chapter two presents an overview about Snort, FPGA and packet structure. Besides,
it covers the literature review on different studies that has been performed on the field
of packet classification using FPGA
Chapter three provides an overview about (The development FPGA kit NEXYS 4
DDR ARTIX-7, Xilinx-VIVADO 2019.2 tool, VERILOG programming language)
moreover, it covers design and methodology of the proposed packet header
classification algorithm
Chapter four shows the simulation results that were achieved and the implementation
of the proposed algorithm FPGA
Chapter five introduces the conclusion and future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Snort
Snort is signature based open-sourced NIDS utilized to analyze the network traffic in
real-time via using various attack rules in order to detect the intrusion. The engine
carried out by Snort analyses the packets and depended on the signature of the known
attacks. It defines whether the traffic is malicious or legitimate, where in the first case
the preventive measures will be taken according to the predetermined rule set. It is
possible to configure SNORT in three essential modes: packet sniffer and packet
logger as well as IDS. In packet sniffer mode, SNORT captures and displays the
transmitted packets content within the network. In packet logger mode SNORT logs a
packet to a disk. In IDS mode SNORT analyzes the network traffic to be matched with
a user predefined set of rules and to implement one of the specified multiple actions.
Also, it can define a set of rules as standards for detecting the intrusion and malicious
software. SNORT checks the traffic based on a distinctive malicious software database
[15]. The SNORT architecture contains five components as shown in Figure (2-1). In
which, they are Packet decoder, Preprocessors, Detection engine, Logging and
Alerting system and output modules [16].
Packet Decoder collects packets from various kinds of network interfaces and then
transmits them to the detection engine or preprocessor.
Preprocessors can work with Snort to arrange or modify the packets before the arrival
of these packets to the detection engine to conduct some operations to verify if an
intruder still uses the packet.
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The main component of Snort is a detection engine. It is utilized to discover any
malicious behavior exists in a packet, this engine utilizes rules for this process.
Logging and altering system depended on the detection engine component output. It
was utilized to log the activity or to generate an alert depended on the previous
operation output.

Figure 2.1 Snort architecture [16]
Snort uses present rules, which are known as attack patterns for searching and
matching the network traffic. If irregular behavior pattern is revealed, preventive
measures will be taken according to the predetermined rule set [17]. Each SNORT rule
consists of two parts: as for the first part, it is called the rule header and the second one
is rule option. Figure (2-2) shows the SNORT rule structure.

Figure 2.2 Structure of the Snort rule [18]
The rule header field handles with packet header and begins with the following
fields: "action, protocol, source IP address, source port, direction, destination IP
address, and destination port", as shown in Figure (2-3).
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Figure 2.3 Structure of the snort rule header [20]
The action field in SNORT rule contains three properties: pass, alert, log. The protocol
field is acted as the standard where to detect the data of network traffic which include
UDP, TCP, ICMP, IP. The Snort rules contain source IP and destination IP address.
The host IP address is specified by these fields. The IP address field is defined as
“any”, if we want to check any IP address. The direction field determines the traffic
data direction between source and destination represented by symbols “< >”, “->”, “<” any. The port field tests the different kinds of criterion inside the Snort rule to specify
the protocol port. The declaration of every port will be needed then it will be defined
as “any”.
The rule options deals with packet payload and contain two parts: the keyword part
and the argument part (These parts are defined within parentheses and separated by a
semicolon). The keyword options separated by a colon from the argument. A Snort
rule may have either one or many options inside the rule option. The keyword options
can be stated as ttl, msg, tos, and icode. Figure (2.4) shows an example of SNORT
rule.

Figure 2.4 Example of Snort rule [18]
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If it matches the data of network traffic of an TCP protocol field, like source IP,
source port, destination IP, and destination port for example any, 16, 192.168.22.10,
22, respectively, an alert is created that outputs the message "TCP packet is detected"
with the signature ID 1011110 [18].

2.2 Packet Structure
Any network is made of two parts: packet header and packet payload. Packet header
consists of 40 bytes and depicts the packet destination. It can be classified into five
standard tuples as shown in figure (2-5): "protocol, source IP, source port, destination
IP, and destination port".

Figure 2.5 standard five tuple packet header [19]
The majority of rules typically check only these 5 tuples for efficiency. Figure (2.6)
shows TCP packet header. The packet header fields are basically constant in length
and appear in the packet at fixed locations [7]
Packet payload is the last part of packet that contains the data. The real information
that is being transferred from the source to destination address is existing. The packet
payload could have a 64K bytes of data but because the maximum transmission unit
(MTU) is limited up to 1460 bytes. If the network packet exceeds 1500 bytes, it would
be divided into sub-packets and transmitted across the network [12]. The packet
payload fields are variable in length with no fixed format [7].
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Figure 2.6 TCP packet header [20]

2.3 FPGA
FPGA is a silicon chip which has various indistinguishable configurable logic blocks
(CLBs), which are connected together through a matrix of vast interconnection to
compose complex digital circuits. Figure (2.7) shows the architecture of FPGA. It
represents practical programmable interactive gate arrays. It is a tool, which is
generally used in logic circuits or computerized electronic digital circuit. FPGA offers
high programmability, less design time, large parallelism, high speed and the cost is
low. The great benefit of FPGA devices than the conventional Microprocessor is the
speed of clock. FPGA devices comprise of programmable logics and semiconductor
devices. FPGA can be modified with the assistance of Verilog. The components of
programmable logics comprise of gates, components of memory, and memory blocks
and so on [21].
FPGA can be programmed through uploading data bits in cells of memory which
control in switches of transistor to create connections that are non-permanent. The
FPGA can support hundreds of thousands of logic unit gates that operate at tens
megahertz speed. With increasing the density of chip in terms of the number of gates
and transistors, some FPGA manufacturers present more capable logic units that could
be utilized to perform more evolved functions. Modern FPGA devices have advanced
modules like DSP devices and memory blocks as well as processors, with some margin
of configurability [22].
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The FPGA could be reprogrammed based on the user requirements. Designing and
changing could be conducted if required. It offers instant manufacturing turnaround
and negligible prototype costs, making it appropriate for designing the embedded
system [23].
The principal FPGA essentially comprises of three sections: the interconnection
matrix, the I/O cells as well as the logic cells. These sections will be briefly discussed
in the sections below [24].

Figure 2.7 Typical FPGA architecture [23]

2.3.1 The Logic Cells
Configurable logic blocks (CLBs), are reason blocks which could be arranged to
provide the logic output execution that needed by the user. Logic cells are supplied
with logic function generators and multiplexers as well as flip-flops that are regularly
applied as lookup tables (LUTs). Every LUT contains a collection of inputs and
outputs sources. Different LUTs can be used to construct one complex interface.
Random access memories (RAMs) and Read Only Memories (ROM) are available to
the user in given FPGA devices. Memory devices are carried out strongly in LUTs in
the logic cells, even though other devices contain different cells to execute them.
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FPGA is suitable for pipeline structures because of the presence of flip-flops within
the logic cells.

2.3.2 I/O Cells
The I/O cells provide the interface between the internal logic and the packet pins of
the external device. Each I/O cell is linked with an outer packet pin and could be set
for bi-directional signals, output or input. A lot of programs need to register the inputs
and outputs, so the I/O cells also contain flip-flops in them.
2.3.3 Interconnect Matrix
With a routing matrix, the I/O cells and the cells of logic are integrated together. A
way to connecting cells to each other is given by this matrix. Assorted merchants have
changing techniques for offering routing.
2.3.4 FPGA working
The significant benefit of FPGA is that it is possible to re-program the chip as desired
over and over again and it can be totally programmed. Moreover, it can be named as a
big digital circuit that can be configured when needed In compliance with the design.
When a circuit board is made and it has FPGA as its component, it is programmed in
the operation of manufacturing, yet it is possible to re-program it again. With
considering the cost of FPGA devices, they are not utilized in cheap products of high
volume. They discover its applications in the places that required complicated logic
circuitry. They involve applications in huge fields from video and equipment of
photography to circuits for military applications and also in circuits of electronics.
2.3.5 FPGA Internal Structure
The FPGAs internal structure comprises of two major components.
1. Array of common Logic blocks.
2. Channels of routing.
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The logic block that contains the FPGA can be implemented in different methods. The
method by which it is executed relies on the producer. The system of routing internal
FPGA include of the electrical wires that are interconnected via electrically
configurable switches. With the assistance of this, it is possible to connect various
points on the chip together, meaning that the various common logic blocks are
connected.

2.3.6 Designing with FPGA
The FPGA function is designed with the assistance of tools for programming. The
design process on FPGA is begun by a client that offers hardware description language
(HDL) or a schematic. VHDL and Verilog are common hardware description
languages. The following mission on the FPGA design is the creation of the netlist for
the family of FPGA utilized. The netlist is then installed on the FPGA architecture
with the assistance of a method known as “place and route”. Eventually, the FPGA has
programmed, and the design has put on the FPGA.

2.3.7 FPGA Testing and Debugging
Due to the circuits can be intricate, a thorough test on the design of FPGA ought to be
done. The testing involves timing analysis, simulation and numerous different
methodologies. At the point when the design is totally tested, a binary document is
created then which helps to configure the FPGA. There are a few different methods of
debugging the FPGA design are presented as follows, the first one is to utilize the cores
of debugging such as Chip-Scope that actually exist in the programming platform. The
other methods can be achieved through sending the data to the PC from the FPGA
serial port by using universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) and reading
it over there, or by recording it on an SD card, then view it in a PC.
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2.3.8 FPGA Design Production
The design using FPGA includes various steps, Figure (2-8) illustrates these steps and
it involves the design entry either by schematic capture or HDL coding, then
simulation of the function to ensure that the design executes the desired functions
accurately, logic union is the following step. The logic synthesizer takes the integrated
source and presents the same computerized logic for it. When the logic is combined,
the fitting programming requires to perform a place and route. This process takes all
the integrated logic and links it within the FPGA. Then after the place and route, it is
possible to re-simulate the outline with the employment of new planning parameters
which delivered by the actual design. If all went well, the results of new reproduction
would conform to the expected outcomes. Something else, appropriate to reform at
least one section of the FPGA. When the place and route has been happened, a design
record is generated for the goal tool. Due to most FPGA devices at currently used are
depended on SRAM, they have to be designed or customized on catalyst. There are
different ways for running this progression but the most famous is to use a sequential
programming ROM. It contains an interior counter for location and for the smart tools
programming, it offers the desired information and signs to the FPGA. FPGA devices
are regularly programmed through their Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) port.
Checking the programmed device implies verifying it is functioning as planned. This
is achieved by applying the signals of system input to the device and testing the
corresponding outputs [24].
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Figure 2.6 FPGA design flow

2.4 Literature Review
Several researches were conducted in the field of packet classification with different
techniques. Some researchers concentrate on Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM) platform while the other researchers are concerned with FPGA platform.
Since this study is concerned with packet header classification using an FPGA, only
studies related to this aspect will be taken.
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To start with Attig and Brebner [13] introduced an approach for utilizing up-to-date
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices based on FPGA simultaneous
capabilities. A customized virtual processing architecture was proposed to identify the
requirements of a particular packet parsing algorithm. They introduced a high-level
programming language called packet parsing (PP) for autonomously depicting of PP
algorithms from the implementation perspective. The authors argued that the PP
language provided high-speed compilation when FPGA-based packet parsers were
utilized. Therefore, it could be merged with different packet processing components
during the network nodes' construction phase. The authors demonstrated that the new
FPGA devices had adequate programmable computational capabilities for handling
network packets at very high line rates. In addition, the experimental results showed
that 600 million packets/s were parsed using the Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA device with a
processing rate of 400 Gb/s.
Sathesh and et al [25] suggested a linear multi-pipeline architecture based on the
decision-tree algorithm using FPGA devices for classifying the next generation packet.
The researchers were thinking of problems of next-generation packet classification
where has been classified more than five-tuple packet header fields. Through the
matching of traditional fixed five-tuple, it has been evolved Multi-field packet
classification for flexible matching with arbitrary collection of packet header fields.
The newly suggested Open Flow switching demands classifying every packet by
utilizing up to twelve- tuple fields of packet header. The researchers introduced many
optimization techniques for the modern algorithm based on decision-tree by checking
the different methods of traditional five-tuple packet classification. Through utilizing
set of twelve-tuple rules, the framework has been evolved to division the set of rule
into several subsets, every subset is embedded into an enhanced decision tree.
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In order to achieve the utilization of memory as well as sustaining high throughput, it
carefully designed a tree-to-pipeline mapping scheme. The result showed that the
architecture could store 1K real-life five-tuple rules in on-chip memory of a single up
to date FPGA or up to 1K synthetic twelve- tuple rules, in addition maintained 80 or
40 Gb/s throughput for least packets of size (40 Bytes) respectively. The authors used
VHDL to build the suggested architecture and synthesized by utilizing Xilinx
Software.
Efnusheva and et al [26] suggested an IP header parsing hardware module that is
targeted to provide much faster processing of IP packet, through allowing direct access
of single-cycle memory to word-aligned or non-byte fields that found in formats of
IPv4/IPv6 packet headers. The suggested IP packet header parser is designed as a
specialized hardware logic that's added to the memory where the IP packet headers are
placed; and it is described in VHDL and thereafter executed in Virtex7 VC709 FPGA
board. The authors demonstrated that the proposed approach had huge impact on
network processing hardware as well as provided an increasing overall network
throughput in computer networks. The results showed it can be implemented IP header
parsing logic in Virtex7 VC709 evaluation platform, through using 0.01% of the slice
registers and 0.35% of the slice LUT resources, which is less than 1% of the occupied
FPGA slice resources. As a result of the low utilization of FPGA resource's, it can be
further extended the initial IP header parsing logic design (for other formats of packet
header) and then executed in the same Virtex 7 VC 709 FPGA board. According to
that, the use of FPGA technology made the proposed IP header parsing hardware very
cheap and also flexible for implementation.
Soylo and et al [27] suggested to utilize Simple Classification and Regression Trees
Forest (SCF) for high performance classification of internet traffic with getting benefit
of the plentiful parallelism that offered by modern devices of FPGA. The suggested
data structure (SCF) consists of multiple parallel tree structure to remove the
scalability issue. The search of short tree structures are done in parallel for
classification of high performance.
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This modern architectural design (SCF) essentially based on the creation of a special
decision tree for every application category. The authors also suggested a pipelined
and parallel architecture on devices of FPGA that support SCF data structure, to
achieve high data rates for classification of real time. The suggested SCF design was
executed in Verilog, by utilizing Xilinx- Vivado 2017.3 platform, with Xilinx Virtex7 XC7VX485T FPGA board. The results demonstrated the accuracy of this
architecture is 96.6719% for real internet traffic with 8 application categories. In
addition, the SCF design could keep 854 Giga bit per second. The results also proved
that the data structure of SCF can be easily mapped on the pipelined hardware and the
architecture of SCF which based on FPGA overcomes all the current approaches in
terms of memory requirement, search delay and throughput.
Azimi and et al [28] suggested a way for hardware execution of essential SNORT
software instructions for utilizing in the systems of hardware accelerator relating to
NIDS. This architecture is depended on instructions modeling and operation of
SNORT with the assistance of related FSM and a central controlling block for
coordinating the implementation of instructions. It is possible to use the
programmability of this system to improve the flexibility of system and conducting
different operations and instructions in field of computer NIDS. The processor
presented in this work is called “SMIP1”. This processor executes byte_jump and
byte_test SNORT instructions. byte_jump and byte_test are a major instructions of
SNORT. The proposed architecture is implemented in VHDL and tested functionally
through drawing a comparison between the simulation results of b_test and b_jump
instructions by values of different parameters and different payload data with the
implementation results of their counterparts in SNORT. The design is synthesized both
in FPGA utilizing Xilinx-ISE 10.1 platform on Virtex5 FPGA board and in ASIC (with
CMOS Technology 65nm and 90nm). The primary simulation results of hardware
description correspond with those of SNORT. The results of ASIC synthesis showed
that in TSMC 65nm and TSMC 90nm, the suggested hardware could process section
of payload for a TCP/IP stream with 1 Gb/s and 2 Gb/s rate respectively.
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Tashev and et al (29) suggested to use the algorithm of Field split bit vector (FSBV)
for classifying packet. In the proposed algorithm, big pipelined stages are utilized to
implement the classification of an incoming packet versus a predefined set of rules. In
addition, the header field of W bits are decomposed into W subfields. W subfields
create bit vectors which are ANDing together to generate one-bit vector. Any bitvector value position after ANDing operation refers to the incoming packet case
against a predefined rule. This algorithm is depended on multi-match results for
classifying the packet. This algorithm is suggested for networks whose speed is up to
100 Gbps, however this approach is inefficient for high-speed networks due to it used
stages of large pipelined for performing. The result showed that this approach allowed
to utilize several techniques of memory (TCAM, SRAM, CAM) for the general
process on the FPGA.
Lambruschini and et al [30] introduced an effective FPGA execution of the algorithm
of packet pre-filtering depended on Bloom filter. The packet pre-filtering algorithm
aimed to send solely the amount of data required for the classification to the classifier
and to reject the others, as well as aimed to execute an efficient, cost effective as well
as high performance system capable of handling with traffic of real-time Gigabit
Ethernet, and possibly ten Gigabit traffic. This algorithm reduces the flow of data that
has been sent to the classifier and permits a real time classification as well as decreases
the resources of hardware. This approach is relatively spread in NIDS. The mechanism
of pre-filtering is made up of Bloom Filter. The Bloom filter is used to count the
number of packet. At every time the parameter N is reached a number of N Bloom
Filters is utilized to count the position in which the packet is found. The bloom filter
can also be utilized to store the results of packet classification. The mechanism of
packet pre-filtering is implemented on FPGA using Xilinx Virtex-5. The results
showed the system of packet pre-filtering is appropriate for Gigabit Ethernet
connection. The implementation time of 300 ns ensures the supporting of Gigabits
lines for every packet regardless of their length. This means there is no packet will be
lost, and the classifier will present all the necessary data.
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Li and et al [31] suggested Binary Tree Packet classification algorithm depended on
FPGA to enhance the speed of preprocessing and packet classification, display good
performance for memory as well as support rapid rule update. Through getting benefit
of the parallel processing, hardware circuit and pipeline, it has been improved the
throughput greatly. The data structure of binary decision-tree is generated by
preprocessing classifier. If the packet arrived, the algorithm of Binary Tree packet
classification traverses the decision tree to find the leaf node that stored a number of
rules. A linear search of these rules achieved the needed matching. The researchers
utilized Snort 2.0 to assess the system. The results demonstrated that the binary tree
algorithm achieves high speed packet classification and consumes a small amount of
memory space, preprocessing time for 50000 rules is less than 0.051second, the
average speed of packet classification depended on Snort in this system is greater than
10 Gbps, that means this system could be utilized in a several systems of network
security.
Rashmi and et al [32] presented effective hardware accelerator of packet classification
or packet classifier on FPGA with sufficient processing power to permit the
implementation of packet classification at the network core to enhance the security.
The hardware accelerator or packet classifier was processed by using a modified
edition of the algorithm of Hypercuts packet classification as well as used a modern
pre-cutting process that decreases the quantity of memory desired to keep the search
structure for the big set of rules. The suggested packet classifier was implemented
using Verilog programming, by using Xilinx-ISE 12.2 platform. The results showed
that the hardware accelerator or packet classifier could classify 433 million packets
per second at the speed of up to 138.56 Gb/s when utilizing sets of rule containing
thousands of rules with the consumption of power of 9.03 W which is low in
comparison with another classifiers that depended on FPGA.
Pontarelli and et al [33] developed various, traffic-aware, modular approach in the
design of NIDS depended on FPGA. This approach collects and classifies traffic, and
it sends it to different capable hardware blocks, each of them are supporting a rule set
designed, especially to the specified traffic category. This approach is executed by
utilizing the well-known Snort NIDS rule set.
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The rules of SNORT have been divided into various subdivisions depended on port,
protocol, and traffic direction which support the sender. The NIDS was implemented
on FPGA using Xilinx Virtex XC5VLX155T. The results showed the methodology of
suggested design achieved great benefits in terms of resource savings. This approach
achieved 80% percent reduction in the number of lookup tables (LUTs).
Korenek and et al [34] suggested an architecture for packet header analysis and field
extraction specialized for high speed network applications which depended on FPGA.
This architecture could balance between consumed hardware resources and throughput
of network to fit the needs of application. The implementation of packet header
processing is created from a standard XML protocol scheme and is strongly enhanced
for high speed processing and consumption small amount of resources of FPGA. The
suggested architecture has been implemented on Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA board. The
results showed more than 20 Gbps throughput that could be accomplished by utilizing
less than 2000 Virtex 5 FPGA slices. The Operational frequency is in the range of 115
MHz as well as 165 MHz, based on the width of input data. This architecture also
allows a collection of extracted header fields to be changed on-line without FPGA
reconfiguration.
Kekely and et al [35] introduced a novel parser architecture which enables processing
of network traffic in present FPGA devices at a very high throughput. This architecture
is capable of ensuring wire-speed processing of network traffic at specific link speed
without losing any packet. The parser architecture also could be automatically created
from a high-level description of a protocol stack in the P4 language. The proposed
architecture was implemented in Xilinx UltraScale+ FPGAs devices as well as in
Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA devices. The results showed the concept of proposed parser
achieved high throughput with few available resources in a single present FPGA. The
throughput that has been accomplished by this architecture is 1.37 Tbps (or more than
2 000 Mpps) on the Xilinx UltraScale+ FPGA devices as well as 926 Gbps (or more
than 1 200 Mpps) on the Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA devices.
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Mashram and et al [36] suggested an architecture depended on modular Bit-Vector
(BV) to implement high speed packet classification on FPGA. The suggested
architecture is made up of self-reconfigurable Processing Elements (PEs), it supports
effective dynamic updates for set of rules as well as keeping high performance for
packet classification. The authors used bit vector algorithm and field split algorithm to
compare rules and incoming packets. The authors have performed packet classification
by using basic XNOR gate. The suggested architecture was implemented on FPGA by
using Xilinx ISE13.2 software. The results showed the Latency obtained in the
suggested work is 5.604ns which is better than FSBV for small set of rules. The
requirement of memory in the suggested work is low that has overcome the solution
of basic hardware.
Chandrababu and et al [37] suggested a flexible and scalable architecture of hardware
assisted for flow monitoring of high speed networks. This architecture maps generation
tasks and classification of packet into FPGA hardware. This architecture is built to
integrate easily into a network monitoring stream that based on standard software. This
design is not depended on specified boards of FPGA so this architecture can be
executed using any FPGA board with a suitable sized FPGA as well as open source
software utilities. Through partitioning the proposed architecture into hardware and
software, the proposed architecture could keep hardware performance and software
flexibility. The suggested architecture has been executed on Altera FPGA board. The
results showed that the proposed architecture could accomplish maximum
performance of 20.2 Gbps.
Sourdis and et al [38] presented an approach of packet pre-filtering as a means used to
handling the growing needs of present and future IDS. The approach of packet Prefiltering is a powerful technique based on hardware aim to decrease the requirements
of processing for IDS. The authors used DefCon traces and up to date Snort IDS rule
set to assess the effectiveness of the suggested work. The proposed architecture was
implemented on Virtex2-4000-6 and Virtex4-40-12 FPGA devices by using Xilinx
ISE 8.1 tool. The results showed that the packet pre-filtering approach prevented
matching at least 99 percent of the SNORT rules per packet and as a result of decreased
processing of the system and improved the scalability.
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Zhang and et al [14] introduced a framework designed to generate parsers FPGA
devices and to convert P4 programs to VHDL. The architecture of hardware includes
a lot of components with different features, with each component having its own
enhanced VHDL template. Through utilizing the output of a standard frontend P4
compiler, the suggested compiler extracted relationships and parameters from inside
the utilized components, that could be then mapped to corresponding templates
through configuring, enhancing, as well as instantiating them. The suggested parser
was implemented on Xilinx Virtex-7 device by using Xilinx Vivado 2015.4 software.
The results showed that the suggested parser achieved packet rate is around 300 Mbps,
whereas the throughput achieved around 320 Gbps. Through drawing a comparison
between the modern parsers and the suggested parsers, the proposed parser doubled
the throughput when similar resources are being utilized.
Perera and et al [39] introduced a scalable architecture depended on FPGA for a
network intrusion prevention system with stateful packet inspection. This architecture
can process Snort signatures as well as making an analysis of packet flows to discover
attacks with manipulation of TCP segment. The architecture was implemented on a
Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX485T FPGA board. This system guarantees run-time rule reconfigurability, which can eliminate the risk of downtime because the updates of rulebase, offering high throughput with low latency. The results showed that this
architecture could block and detect malicious behavior which passes during a
computer network at 10 Gbps line rate and operating at 200 MHz on XC7VX485T
FPGA board.
Lockwood and et al [4] presented an architecture for packet classification called Bit
Vector-Ternary Content Addressable Memory (BV-TCAM), which is executed for
NIDS based on FPGA. This architecture combines the TCAM as well as BV algorithm
to compress efficiently the representations of data and increase throughput. The
suggested architecture classifies header rules efficiently for NIDS in an FPGA. A tree
bitmap execution of the BV algorithm is utilized to search about the source port and
destination port whilst the TCAM conducts the search of another header fields, which
could be represented as an exact value or prefix. The BV-TCAM architecture could
eliminate the requirement of port ranges prefix expansion.
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The suggested architecture was implemented in Xilinx FPGA XCV2000E by using
FPX tool. The results showed that the circuit is quick enough to keep OC48 traffic
throughput until with difficult packet inputs and set of rules. The system could operate
at speeds greater than OC192 by utilizing larger and faster FPGA devices.
Fong and et al [40] introduced a scalable architecture called ParaSplit that is able of
classifying the packets at Terabit throughput through permitting multiple engines
executed on one FPGA device. The authors suggested a rule set partitioning algorithm
depended on range-point conversion to decrease the overall requirement of memory as
well as optimized the partitioning by employing the technique of Simulated Annealing.
The ParaSplit architecture was implemented on Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA board. The
Evaluation by utilizing sets of real life data including rules of OpenFlow-like 11-tuple
showed that ParaSplit achieved a great reduction in the requirement of memory.
According to the memory efficiency for ParaSplit architecture, the results showed this
design could support up to 10K FW set of rules with classification of 64-byte packet
at a throughput up to 120 Gbps for a single ParaSplit engine. As a result, this
architecture with multiple engines of ParaSplit in parallel could accomplish up to
Terabit per second throughput for complex and large sets of rule on one FPGA device.
Chawhan and et al [19] suggested a simple approach depended on FPGA for packet
classification by utilizing Xnor gate instead of utilizing look-up tables, called XnorBV
approach. In XnorBV approach, an Xnor gate is utilized as an essential comparator for
comparing the incoming packet with set of rules. The usage of Xnor gate made this
architecture simple and efficient for many communication network that includes
packet classification or packet filtering. The Packet header fields for the protocol layer
and Internet protocol (IP) addresses are classified by utilizing Xnor gate. The proposed
approach was implemented on Virtex 6 FPGA by using Xilinx ISE design 13.1 suite.
The results showed this approach could keep high throughput of +100 Gbps and low
latency. The results also demonstrated this approach could support multiple
dimensions classification and required low power consumption, this approach is
memory efficient than other existing technique.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the detailed design of packet header classification for Network
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) using snort rules. Also, it aims at designing an
algorithm that can classify multiple packets at Megabits per second to protect
the network from the intruders. The key generation procedure is done by using Finite
State Machine (FSM) technique. The developed algorithm of this thesis has
been designed and simulated using Xilinx-Vivado 18.2 platform and deployed in
NEXYS-4DDR board. Whilst the Verilog is the programming language that has been
used to build the proposed algorithm.
3.2 The Development FPGA Kit
Various companies produced diverse advancement kits to be utilized for prototyping,
designing, downloading, and testing. In the current work, Artix-7 Nexys-4ddr is being
utilized. The aforementioned kit has been presented by Xilinx which is a pioneer
company in the field of Programming Logic Devices (PLDs). The Artix-7 kit is made
up of two essential parts: software and hardware. The software development tool was
employed in Xilinx-Vivado 18.2. The hardware part is the Nexys-4ddr board, this
board is depended on the Artix-7 FPGA chip [41].
The Nexys-4ddr board contains the following features


Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA
o 15,850 logic slices, (each slice contain six-inputs LUTs and eight Flip-Flops)
o 4860 K bits of fast block RAM
o every clock management tiles, each with a phase-locked loop (PLL);
o 240 DSP slices
o Internal clock speeds exceeding 450MHz;
o On-chip analog-to-digital converter (XADC).
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Power
o Power from USB or any 4.5 V- 5.7V source



Memory
o 128 MB DDR2
o Serial flash
o Micro SD card slot



System connectivity
o 10/100 Mbps Ethernet phy
o USB-UART bridge
o USB-JTAG programming circuitry
o UDB HID host for mice, keyboards and memory sticks



Simple user input/output
o Sixteen switches
o Sixteen LEDs
o TWO tri colour LEDs
o Two 4-digit seven-segment displays



Expansion connector
o PMOD connector for XADC signal
o Four PMOD connector providing 32 total FPGA I/0
o Power from USB or any 4.5 V- 5.7V source

Figure 3.1 NEXYS 4 DDR board
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3.3 Verilog
Verilog is a language of hardware description which implies it can document the
digital and electronic circuits. Verilog is utilized for verification via simulation, for
purposes of testing and analysis the timing

. Logic synthesis is other significant

application. Verilog language assists the designers to develop at different degrees of
abstraction. Generally Verilog is the most broadly utilized hardware description
language and greater than 50,000 active programmers utilize this language. This
language can describe a digital system. The digital system can be a microprocessor, or
a flip flop. The Verilog HDL language was selected to be utilized in this thesis due to
it can be learned in a shorter time.
3.4 Xilinx-Vivado
The Xilinx-Vivado 18.2 design suite is employed for building the hardware design and
implementing it on the Nexys-4ddr board. The Vivado provides distinctive design
sources involving block diagram, HDL coding and IP-core generation. In addition to
different sources such as hard-processor and soft-processor that can be utilized via
Vivado design suite [42].
3.5 The Developed Architecture
This work proposes a system that can be used for packet header classification by
adopting FSM algorithm. Figure (3.2) shows the block diagram of the proposed system
in which the system consists of several stages that can be arranged as follow: dataset
collection, header extraction, data storage, and packet header classification algorithm.

Figure 3.2 The block diagram of the suggested system
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3.5.1 Dataset Collection
The data was collected from the different resources available at Sort website [43],
where the main component of header’s rule (action, protocol, source IP address,
destination IP address, source port, destination port) and payload’s rule (keyword and
argument) were taken. The extracted data was saved inside a dedicated text file. The
data pre-processing stage has to be conducted on collected data before using it in the
introduced work.

Figure 3.3 Type of data collected
3.5.2 Header Extraction
Before using the collected data, it must be reshaped in an appropriate manner, where
it is transformed into the data that can be processed by the developed algorithm. The
payload part is neglect (keyword and argument) because it does not affect the results
and it is not important in the decision that the algorithm was made. Whereas the header
part is kept (action, protocol, source IP address, destination IP address, source port,
destination port) because it has great influence on the algorithm and the packet
classification basically based on the header part. The header part will be represented
as predefined rules stored inside multiple Read Only Memory (ROM) blocks within
the FPGA chip. Table 2.1 shows the predefined header rules.
Table 2.1 Header extraction
Action

Protocol

S IP

D. IP

S.P

D.P

Pass

TCP

10.200.7.4

10.200.7.76

25

8080

Alert

TCP

192.205.3.1

192.167.63.7

80

1000

Log

UDP

167.205.65.5

10.222.65.9

22

2222

Drop

IP

10.66.94.2

192.222.76.7

1023

80

Reject

ICMP

192,168,33,72 192.145,55,78 5555
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5000

3.5.3 The Stored Predefined Rules
The first step of the packet header classification algorithm is to store some predefined
rules for later use in comparison process against incoming packet. Therefore, the
process of storing the predefined rules inside the FPGA board is done by creating six
different models of ROM blocks. All these models are fed by the data from the
prepared text file. The different models of ROM block are arranged as follow: protocol
ROM, source IP ROM, destination IP ROM, source port ROM, destination port ROM,
output indicator ROM. Each model will read the data from text file and store it inside
special registers in order to be uploaded inside the FPGA memory. Each row of all
these six ROMs represents a special predefined rule. Each clock cycle will generate a
complete predefined rule. Figure (3.4) shows the process of storing the predefined
rules inside six ROM blocks of the FPGA chip.

Figure 3.4 Data storage representation inside ROM blocks within the FPGA chip
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3.5.4 Packet Header Classification Algorithm
The design procedures of the developed packet header classification algorithm were
performed using FSM technique and Vivado 18.2 tool. While the simulation was
adopted to evaluate the performance of the introduced algorithm. When the behaviour
of design becomes convinced, the next step will begin by start coding the Verilog
model. After verifying Verilog codes, test benches were created for simulation
purpose. Finally, the proposed algorithm code was uploaded to the Nexys 4 ddr board.
The FPGA design flow lifecycle with Vivado 18.2 has multiple steps that include the
following:
Step 1: Starting the Vivado software package
Step 2: Creating new project
Step 3: Specifying the project name and directory where the project’s files will be
stored.
Step 4: choosing the RTL project
Step 5: Creating HDL source
Step 6: Creating constraints file
Step 7: Downloading the designed project to the Nexys 4 DDR board
Packet header classification is a technique utilized in networking equipment for several
purposes like network security. Perform packet classification is a challenging task
because it includes inspection of all header fields against predefined rule set. Packet
classification aims at finding the matching between incoming packets against
predefined rules and applying some snort actions on them. In this work, packet header
classification algorithm was performed using FSM. The general idea of the proposed
work is to make a comparison between the predefined rules that has been stored inside
the ROM blocks and incoming packets to classify all the ingress packets to different
categories. The aforementioned challenge is carried out using FSM technique.
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Any digital system can be expressed as an FSM, therefore, the developed design was
translated to FSM. The FSM can be defined as a computation model depends on a
virtual machine that is made of one or more states. The FSM has to change from one
state to another in order to perform various actions. The change from one state to
another is called transition. The proposed FSM model consists of several states, it
begun with idle state and ends with status update state as shown in Figure 3.5. Each
state in FSM will be responsible of performing a specified function.

Figure 3.5 High level state machine of packet header classification algorithm
When the system is turned on, the FSM will be in the idle state. This state means that
the system waits to receive incoming packets to start working on. When it receives the
packet from the connected network, the system will transfer to memory fetch state.
The memory fetch state fetches all the predefined packets that have been stored in
ROM block inside the FPGA chip. It gives one predefined rule at each clock cycle as
explained in Section 3.2, after that the system will be transferred to snort operation.
The snort operation state will be responsible for performing some if-then conditions
on the incoming packets such as apply the complement (~) on some source IP and add
the (any) condition for some rules that mean some rules can be received any fields of
packet header.
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Then the system continues to operation and transfers the packet to the following state.
The most important state is the comparator state. An IP packet is classified basically
depended on the five fields in the packet header: protocol, source IP address,
destination IP address, source port, destination port. It begun with protocol inspection
and ended with destination port. The proposed algorithm compares the incoming
packet header with predefined rule set and then decides which packet should be
forwarded and which packet should be ignored. Firstly, it compares the input protocol
filed with various protocol options that stored inside the ROM block. If a match is
occurred the subroutine is jump to the next condition, if there is no match with any
available option, the packet will be ignored.
The next comparison is source IP field, it compares the input source IP field with
various source IP address options that stored inside the ROM block. If there is a match
in IP source field, the algorithm continues to execute the next condition, if the IP source
field does not match with any option, the packet will be ignored.
The next comparison is destination IP field, it compares the input destination IP field
with various destination IP options that stored inside the ROM block. If it matches, the
next condition is carried on, if it does not match with any option, the packet will be
ignored.
The next comparison is source port field, it compares the input source port field with
various source port options that stored inside the ROM block. It executes the next
condition when there is a match. Otherwise, the packet will be ignored.
The last comparison is destination port field, it compares the input destination port
field with various destination port options that stored inside the ROM block. If it
matches, the packet will be classified according so some snort actions. There are six
actions that has been used to classify each incoming packet as shown in table 3.1. If
does not match with any of the available options, the packet will be ignored.
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Table 3.1 The snort rule actions
Action

Description

Pass

This action refers to pass the packet

Drop

This action refers to drop the packet

Alert

This action refers to make an alert on the packet

Log

This action refers to log the packet

reject

This action refers to reject the packet

Sdrop

This action refers to blocks the packet

The basic AND gate is utilized to perform the comparison. It gives "1" if all the
conditions are true and gives "0" if any field does not meet match the condition. Each
field of incoming header part will be compared against predefined rules to decide
which packet will be passed or dropped. Figure (3.6) shows the comparator process.

Figure 3.6 comparator process
This process is executed in step-by-step fashion, where the next step cannot be marked
as completed until the previous step is finished. If the comparator completes the
matching process for all the header fields of the incoming packets, it will loop back to
idle state to receive a new packet and repeat this operation. Finally, the system will
move to status update state.
In this state, the system will loop back to memory fetch to bring all the predefined
rules and prepare it to the comparator. The system will loop back to idle state to start
new processing procedure for new incoming packet.
All the FSM states are running synchronously based on pipeline technique in which
each state will perform its function concurrently.
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Figure (3.5) (3.6) show the flow chart and RTL design for proposed packet header
classification algorithm.

Figure 3.7 flow chart of proposed packet classification algorithm
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Figure 3.8 RTL design generated from Vivado for the proposed algorithm
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CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the implementation of the proposed FPGA-based packet header
classification for NIDS using snort rules is presented with the obtained results from
simulation scenarios. As described in Chapter3, the proposed packet header
classification algorithm was implemented using Xilinx-Vivado and FPGA in which
the Xilinx-Vivado 18.2 was used as simulation environment. A Windows 7 operated
personal computer with Intel Core i7-2.50 GHz and 8GB of RAM was used to run the
simulation program. While the FPGA specifications were Xc7a100tcsg324-1 as a
device model, block RAM equal to 360 K, and clock frequency of 100 MHz..
4.2 Simulation Results
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed packet header classification algorithm
and prove it worked adequately, the system was simulated to verify its functionality.
The proposed algorithm tested with many incoming header packets which represented
real traffic network customized for NIDS. At the beginning of the simulation, a test
bench waveform was created that contained the incoming packet for verifying the
functionality of the designed modules.
The function of the proposed packet header classification algorithm was to classify the
incoming packets based on packet’s header fields (protocol, source IP, destination IP,
source port, destination port) and applied some snort actions on them.
The header of incoming packet was compared with predefined rule sets and the
introduced algorithm could decide which packets can be forwarded or ignored.
Figures (4.1) shows the results of the simulation environment from Xilinx-Vivado 18.2
simulator for the implemented packet header classification.
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The fields of header for the incoming packets were used as input to test the developed
algorithm.

Figure 4.1 simulation result of packet classification for pass case

From figure (4.1), it can be noticed on the left of the figure, there are collection of
inputs and outputs: input-ready represent the available data, five header fields
(protocol, source IP, destination IP, source port, and destination port). These fields
were used as input to represent the real incoming packet.
There were ten outputs as follow: match-status that represented the matching between
incoming packet and predefined rules, fail-status that ignored the ingress packet
directly if not match with any predefined rules were found, match-count was a counter
used to count the number of packets that passed the matching process, fail-count was
a counter used to count number of packets that blocked after the matching process.
Also, there are six snort actions (pass, reject, alert, log, drop, Sdrop) that the algorithm
could apply them on each matching between incoming packet and predefined rules.
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Therefore, figure (4.1) illustrated the simulation results of the incoming packet which
belongs to UDP protocol. The packet was matched with the predefined rule and the
algorithm apply pass snort action to allow this packet to reach to its specified
destination (577).

Figure (4.2) shows the simulation result of another incoming packet which belongs to
UDP protocol that matches the predefined rule and the algorithm applied reject snort
action on it to prevent it from reaching its final destination (443).

Figure 4.2 simulation result of packet classification for reject case

Figure (4.3) shows the simulation result of another incoming packet which belongs to
TCP protocol that matches the predefined rule and the algorithm applied an alert snort
action to make warning on this packet.
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Figure 4.3 simulation result of packet classification for alert case

Figure (4.4) shows the simulation result of another incoming packet which belongs to
IP protocol that matches the predefined rule and the algorithm applied log snort action
to log the packet and go to its destination port (111).

Figure 4.4 simulation result of packet classification for log case

Figure (4.5) shows the simulation result of another incoming packet which belongs to
TCP protocol that matches the predefined rule and the algorithm applied drop snort
action on it to drop this packet before reach to its final destination (443).
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Figure 4.5 simulation result of packet classification for drop case

Figure (4.6) shows the simulation result of another incoming packet which belongs to
TCP protocol that matches the predefined rule and the algorithm applied Sdrop snort
action on it to block this packet.

Figure 4.6 simulation result of packet classification for block case
Figure (4.7) shows the simulation result of incoming traffic packets, only seven
packets from this traffic matched the predefined rules. Therefore, the algorithm applied
different snort actions to filter them. The other seventy eight packet from this traffic
did not match the predefined rules so the algorithm ignored them directly.
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Figure 4.7 simulation result of packet classification for match and no-match cases

4.3 FPGA Implementation
After verifying the simulation results for the introduced approach, the proposed packet
header classification algorithm has been implemented by using NEXYS4DDR FPGA
board. Xilinx-Vivado 18.2 platform has been used for synthesis which stands for the
process of converting the RTL – specified design into a gate level representation and
implementation which stands for the process of translating mapping, placing, routing
and download the project to specified board. The incoming packet has been entered to
FPGA board by using JTAG-UART interface to test the effectiveness of proposed
packet classification algorithm. Thea constraint file was created to make use of the
input switch pin, and output LEDs of the NEXYS4DDR board. Specific pin for input
reset and 10 LEDs were used to track the results of proposed design. A specific LEDs
were used to represent a particular snort action. AN FPGA NEXYS4DDR board had
been respond to the incoming packets and successfully classified them. In this way, a
real-time hardware implementation for packet header classification in NIDS can be
implemented. Figure (4.8) shows the FPGA implementation of the proposed packet
header classification algorithm for NIDS on NEXYS4DDR board.
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Figure 4.8 FPGA implementation of proposed packet header
classification for NIDS

4.4 Summary of Device Utilization
After completing the design procedures of packet header classification algorithm on
the FPGA board, the utilization of logic cells and parts the FPGA is shown in Table 4
for successfully tested and worked simulation scenario.

Table 4.1 Utilization Summary
Logic utilization

Used

Available

Usage

Number of slice LUTs

119

63400

0.19%

Number of slice registers

72

126800

0.06%

Number of IOBs

12

210

5.71%

Number of block RAM

6

135

4.5%
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4.5 Hardware Execution Time
To calculate the accurate time to process one packet, the following steps should be
taken.
The first step is to know how many clocks for processing one packet. The number of
clocks that are required to process a single is calculated as follows:
Number of clocks = number of states in FSM * location of predefined rule


Where each state in FSM takes one clock so the number of states = 4



Location of predefined rules is important in order to know how many clock cycles
that comparator state will be taken to find the matching status with predefined
rules.

There are many predefined rules stored in the ROM FPGA, so if the input packet
achieve matching with one predefined rules which its location is 35 so the calculation
for processing this packet will be as follows:
Number of clock = 4 * 35 = 140 clocks

By using the Xilinx-Vivado platform, the maximum clock frequency of the proposed
system that obtained is 174.57 MHZ.
Now to know the real time for processing one packet, the reciprocal of frequency
will be taken and multiply it with the number of clock for single packet
Implementation time for one packet = 1 / frequency * number of clock
Implementation time for one packet = 1 / 174.57 MHZ * 140
Implementation time for one packet = 0.0057 * 10−6 * 140
Implementation time for one packet = 0.79 * 10−6
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Implementation time for one packet in second = 79 * 10−8 second
Implementation time for one packet in millisecond = 79 * 10−5 milliseconds
Implementation time for one packet in microsecond = 79 * 10−2 microseconds
Implementation time for one packet in nanosecond = 790 Nanoseconds
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, a new algorithm of packet header classification for NIDS using SNORT
rules has been presented. The key generation procedure is done by using Finite State
Machine (FSM) technique. Any digital system can be expressed as an FSM, therefore,
the developed design was translated to FSM. Perform packet classification is a difficult
task because it includes inspection of all header fields against predefined rule set. The
presented algorithm compares the incoming packet with predefined rules that has been
stored inside ROM blocks FPGA memory to finding the matching between them, if
there is match between them, it will apply some SNORT action on them to classify the
incoming packet and decide which packet should be forwarded and which packet
should be ignored. Six snort action was used to classify the incoming packet (pass,
drop, reject, alert, log, Sdrop). The simulation results show the proposed algorithm can
classify all the incoming packet successfully, Test-bench has been created to send the
incoming packet to test the simulation of proposed algorithm. The synthesis results
demonstrates that this algorithm consumes a very little logic resources and the
maximum throughput which has been achieved is more than 100 MHZ, that means this
algorithm is working very fast. The proposed algorithm was implemented in
Xc7a100tcsg324-1 FPGA board using Xilinx-Vivado 18.2 platform. The incoming
packet has been entered to FPGA board by using JTAG-UART interface. AN FPGA
NEXYS4DDR board had been respond to the incoming packets and successfully
classified them. So, it could be concluded that the presented algorithm for packet
header classification works effectively as desired and without any problem.
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5.2 Future Work
1.

Classify the incoming packet based on the whole packet (payload and header).

2.

Using two FPGA devices. The first one is connected with Ethernet and considered
as the transmitter to send the incoming packet over transmission media to the
second one, which considered receiver and works as a classifier to classify the
incoming packet

3.

Using UART serial communication to send the incoming packet from wireshark
to the FPGA device

4.

Utilizing FPGA boards with sophisticated specifications to get the best results in
terms of data throughput.
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